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When Luke Skywalker takes off in his space fighter to attack the Death 
Star, the seemingly unconquerable imperial space station, Princess Leia 
wishes him good luck with the words "May the Force be with you." The 
heroes in Star Wars believe that the Force will aid those who combat 
evil. Those who fight on the side of the Force can overcome even a vastly 
superior foe-and of course the mission succeeds. In the crucial moment 
Luke turns off his ship's targeting computer, lets the Force direct his 
actions, and manages to strike the Death Star at its only weak point. The 
Force is with him and secures him the victory. 
Many Star Wars fans playfully greet each other with the phrase 
"May the Force be with you" and sign their posts on online discussion 
forums with the abbreviation "MT FBWY." Nevertheless, these fans attri-
bute the Force existence only within the fictional Star Wars universe. 
They do not anticipate that the Force could actually intervene in their 
own world, the empirical world. By contrast, there is a movement based 
on Star Wars that explicitly distances itself from the mainstream fan 
culture and in fact does postulate the existence of the Force in the 
empirical world. The members of Jediism, as this movement is called, 
not only believe in the Force but also ritually interact with it, mostly 
through meditation. 
The present essay has three aims: (1) to present an overview of the 
core elements (Force teachings, ritual practices, and legitimization 
strategies) ofJediism;1 (2) to compare Jediism with Star Wars fan culture 
and argue that Jediism must be classified as a religion, whereas fan cul-
ture must not, because Jediism substitutes ritual and belief for the play 
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and fascination of fan culture; and (3) to introduce the category "fiction-based religion" 
and establish Jediism as a member of this subcategory of religion. 
fediism as Religion 
Inspired by Steve Bruce, I consider religion to constitute any activity (i.e., cognition, com-
munication, or action) that assumes the existence of transempirical realities (e.g., other 
worlds, Heaven), supernatural entities with power of action (e.g., gods, spirits), and/or 
impersonal processes or principles possessed of moral purpose (e.g., karma, ma'at).2 
According to this definition, Jediism must be categorized as a religion because its ideas 
and concerns are formulated with reference to a supernatural power (the Force) and the 
core of Jediist practice is ritual interaction with the Force (through meditation and, in 
some cases, prayer and various rites of transition). Jediism is not formally organized into 
a churchlike institution but is developed, maintained, and transmitted by a network of 
individuals and groups. Members mostly use the Internet as their medium of communi-
cation, but some also meet face to face. They have no physical places of worship, but some 
Jediists express a wish to build temples in the future. 
Fiction-based Religions 
Jediism is a new religion. The world premiere of the first Star Wars film in 1977 can be 
taken as its absolute beginning, but not until the rise of mass access to the Internet in the 
mid-1990s did it develop into a visible, organized, and extensive movement. Jediism is, 
however, interesting for the study of religion not only because it is a new religion but also 
because it represents a new form of religion, which I suggest calling "fiction-based reli-
gion."3 In my understanding, a fiction-based religion is a religion that uses fictional texts 
as its main authoritative, religious texts. That a text is authoritative for a religion means 
that its members use terminology, beliefs, practices, roles, and/or social organization 
derived from the authoritative text as a model for their own real-world religion. The term 
fiction refers to a narrative that an author presents without any aspiration to refer to events 
that have taken place in the real world prior to their enshrinement in a text.4 In some cases 
fiction-based religions are grounded in what we can call "fictional religions," that is, reli-
gions within fictional narratives, invented by the author and practiced by fictional char-
acters. The Force religion of the Jedi Knights in Star Wars is an example of a fictional 
religion. Jediism, the fiction-based real-world religion, is modeled on the fictional Force 
religion. Even though the members of Jediism, the Jediists, see Star Wars in general as 
fiction, they consider the theology and practice of the Force religion to be valid in the 
empirical world. 
There are many other examples of (partly) fiction-based religions that all use fictional 
narratives (science fiction, fantasy, horror) as authoritative texts. One well-known science 
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fiction example is the neo-pagan movement the Church of All Worlds, which is modeled 
on the organization of the same name in Robert Heinlein's novel Stranger in a Strange 
Land, from 1961. From the fictional religion in Heinlein's novel, the Church of All Worlds 
has taken over the water-sharing ritual, polyamory, and the recognition of the divine 
within all human beings, which they express with the greeting "Thou art God/dess."5 H. 
P. Lovecraft's horror story "The Call of Cthulhu," from 1928, and other short stories from 
his "Cthulhu Mythos" have inspired both Anton Szandor LaVey's Church of Satan and 
groups of chaos magicians. LaVey explains in The Satanic Rituals how one can call upon 
Cthulhu, Nyarlathotep, and other ofLovecraft's monster gods, and chaos magicians claim 
to be possessed by these gods, though they still stress their fictionality.6 A spiritual milieu 
exists based on J. R. R. Tolkien's fantasy works. Its members believe that Middle-earth is a 
real place, being either a prehistory to our world or existing on another plane, and commu-
nicate ritually with the V alar, the Powers or "gods" ofTolkien's narrative world? Some also 
believe themselves to be Elves, and in the 1990s the Internet-based Otherkin movement 
developed out of the Tolkien-inspired Elven community. The Other kin believe themselves 
to be nonhumans, such as werewolves, dragons, or angels.8 Jediism is thus not the only 
example of a fiction-based religion, but it is probably the largest of its kind and therefore 
suitable as a case through which to examine more closely this new type of religion. 
Star Wars 
The Star Wars Narrative 
The opening roll-up of all six Star Wars movies begins with the same formulaic phrase:9 
"A long time ago in a galaxy far, far away .... " This is obviously a transformation of the 
traditional fairy-tale introduction "Once upon a time in a land far, far away," and Star 
Wars certainly shares a number of traits with fairy tales. The main character and hero, 
Luke Skywalker, has been raised by foster parents on a desolate farm in the Outer Rim of 
the galaxy and does not know the truth about his special ancestry and extraordinary 
powers. The story is full of princesses, noble warriors (Jedi Knights), evil villains, and all 
kinds of fantastic creatures. When George Lucas, script writer and producer of Star Wars, 
was interviewed around the time of the release of the first movie in 1977, he therefore 
never referred to his movie as "science fiction" (understood as dystopian anticipation of 
the future) but always as a "space opera" or "space fantasy." In these terms, Star Wars 
should resemble Flash Gordon, not 2001: A Space Odyssey. 
Star Wars is about the battle between good and evil. The peaceful Galactic Republic has 
become a tyrannical empire, ruled over by a Sith Lord, a kind of evil wizard who can manip-
ulate the Force. A small band of rebels fights for the freedom of the galaxy. Among them is 
Luke Skywalker, who in the course of the film is initiated into the order of the Jedi Knights, 
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warrior monks inspired by samurai warriors, Franciscans, and Arthurian knights. The Jedi 
Knights also use the Force, but only in the service of good. The Force gives the Jedi telepathic 
and telekinetic abilities and stimulates their perception, cognition, and skill, especially 
when they use their intuition and let themselves be guided by the Force. 
In A New Hope, the old Jedi Knight Obi-Wan Kenobi introduces the Force to young 
Luke Skywalker with the following words: "The Force is what gives a Jedi his power. It's 
an energy field created by all living things. It surrounds us and penetrates us. It binds the 
galaxy together."10 Put briefly, the Force is a nonpersonified divine energy. It takes special 
training to be able to sense the Force itself, but its effects (levitation, lightning bolts shot 
from one's fingertips, etc.) are visible to everybody, leaving the reality of the Force unques-
tionable within the Star Wars universe. The existence of the Force is a matter of fact, but 
its deeper nature remains a mystery into which one can gain (partial) insight only through 
meditation. 
Star Wars Fandom 
For most fans, Star Wars is first and foremost a fairy tale, and fans see the Star Wars 
universe as a fascinating world in which one can playfully immerse oneself. A twenty-
year-old woman with the user name Dust from the Danish Star Wars fan club skywalker. 
dk expresses it like this: 
The Jedi, the Force, and the light-sabre battles are probably the things that captivate 
me the most about the Star Wars universe. I have always loved fantasy and love to 
immerse myself in other worlds or to dream that this boring, commonplace world 
will turn out to contain something more magical and exciting. I find the idea of a 
universal Force that binds us all together and gives us supernatural powers deeply 
fascinating. 11 
Entering the colorful and detailed universe of Star Wars is an important aspect of 
being a fan. Not only do fans like to discuss movies and books, to watch them again and 
again, and to ~ollect heaps of merchandise and an encyclopedic knowledge of the fictional 
universe, they also play role-playing games within the Star Wars universe, dress up and 
fight with light sabres, compose their own fan fiction, draw and paint fan art, and so on. 
They enter the universe, explore it, and expand it_ll 
For many Star Wars fans, however, being a fan is not only about entering the fictional 
world from the empirical world, but also about how elements from the fictional world can 
enter the empirical world. It is the values of the Star Wars narrative, in particular, that are 
transferred from fictional space to everyday life. These values include an ideal of personal 
growth, a religious involvement, and a social ethic. The social ethic is emphasized by 
many fans, who either claim to have changed their ethical views after watching Star Wars 
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or report seeing their own values confirmed in the choices and actions of the Star Wars 
heroes. Will Brooker cites several fans who talk about the ethical impact of Star Wars on 
their lives. One fan formulates it as follows: 
Yoda's theme song calms me from a day and gives me strength to continue helping 
others in a warm and caring way. He, Obi-Wan, Qui-Gon and Luke are such respect-
able figures that some of us can't help but aspire to be like them. Sure, we may not be 
able to lift droids, rocks or X-Wings, but we could "Use the Force" in other ways such 
as helping, loving, caring and supporting, and be our own personal JediP 
The four characters named here, Master Yoda, Obi-Wan Kenobi, Qui-Gon Jinn, and Luke 
Skywalker, are all Jedi Knights. This fan denies that the Force and the supernatural pow-
ers of the J edi have a counterpart in the real world, but he perceives the social ethic of the 
Jedi ("helping, loving, caring and supporting") as equally valid and important in the real 
world and in the world of fiction. 
Jediism takes its point of departure from the fascination with the Force and the iden-
tification with the Jedi Knights as role models that are common in fan culture, although 
there are, of course, many Star Wars fans who are not at all interested in Jedi ethics and 
Force theology. 
'1edi" as Religious Self-identification 
Surprisingly many people are prepared to identify themselves as "Jedi" in a religious con-
text. In the summer of 2009, the Washington Post reported that "Jedi" was the tenth most 
common religious self-identification globally on Facebook.14 Better known, however, is the 
"Jedi Census Phenomenon," which has its own entry on Wikipedia. Before the 2001 census 
in Great Britain, Canada, New Zealand, and Australia, an e-mail circulated urging people 
to report their religious affiliation as "Jedi." Thee-mail was probably a combination of prac-
tical joke, a test of the power of e-mail as medium, and political protest against the religious 
affiliation tick box (even though reporting one's religion was not mandatory). The result was 
that more than 500,000 people in the four countries reported themselves to be "Jedi." With 
more than 390,000 self-identified adherents, Jediism emerged as the fourth-largest religion 
in Great Britain. The largest concentration of Jedi proved, however, to be in New Zealand, 
where they made up 1.3 percent of the total population.15 There was no e-mail campaign 
prior to the following census in 2006, and the number ofJedi dropped dramatically. In New 
Zealand, for instance, it dropped from 53,715 to 20,262.16 More remarkable than the fall-off, 
however, is the fact that so many people continued to state their religious affiliation as "Jedi." 
No researcher has attempted to establish how many of the self-identified Jedi Knights 
on Facebook and in the census really practice a Force-directed spirituality. The president 
of the Australian Star Wars Appreciation Society estimated in a newspaper interview in 
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2002, just after the publication of the census results, that of the 70,000 Australian Jedi, 
50,000 had identified themselves as Jedi just for fun; 15,000 aimed to "give the government 
a bit of curry"; and 5,000 "would be hard-core people that would believe the Jedi religion," 
though for the most part probably only "at a metaphoricallevel."17 If we generalize to all 
countries that participated in the census his approximation that between 5 and 10 percent 
of self-identified "Jedi" are serious Jediists, we get an estimated 30,000 Jediists in Great 
Britain, Canada, Australia, and New Zealand combined. To this figure should be added 
an even greater number in the United States, but so far such figures are pure speculations. 
The Mythologization of Star Wars 
Star Wars has not achieved its status as myth and cult solely because of its content and its 
fans. It has also benefited from a process of mythologization orchestrated by film critics, 
journalists, and George Lucas himself. 18 Though Lucas does not consider himself a Jediist, 
he has explicitly stated that Star Wars can legitimately be viewed as a spiritual resource. 
The mythologization process began with the reviews of the second Star Wars film, 
The Empire Strikes Back, in 1980. Steven Hart describes the new rhetoric as follows: 
Associate editor [of Time magazine] Gerald Clarke, who had praised the original flick 
for its light-hearted refusal to offer anything like a serious message, now finds "a 
moral dimension that touches us much more deeply than one-dimensional action 
adventures can." A sidebar, ponderously headlined "In the Footsteps of Ulysses," 
cites everything from "The Odyssey" to "Pilgrim's Progress" before concluding that 
the "Star Wars" films "draw from the same deep wells of mythology, the unconscious 
themes that have always dominated history on the planet."19 
Since then, Lucas has himself actively participated in the construction of Star Wars as a 
myth. In a famous interview with the journalist Bill Moyers, Lucas explains at length his 
view of the mythical and religious elements in Star Wars and formulates the following 
programmatic statement: 
I put the Force into the movie in order to awaken a certain kind of spirituality in 
young people-more a belief in God than a belief in any particular religious system. 
I wanted to make it so that young people would begin to ask questions about the 
mystery ... . I didn't want to invent a religion. I wanted to try to explain in a different 
way the religions that have already existed. I wanted to express it all. ... I'm telling an 
old myth in a new way.20 
During the interview, Lucas makes three points. First, he considers Star Wars to be a 
"myth" because the narrative carries certain basic values. Second, he asserts that he has 
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let religion and faith play a central role in Star Wars because he deems the authentic 
human life to be a religious life and because he takes the existence of a divine power for 
granted: "I think there is a God, no question."21 Third, he makes clear that even though 
Star Wars is inspired by "real" religions, the movies are fundamentally human-made 
entertainment and not the result of divine revelation. Therefore, they are unsuitable as the 
foundation of a religion. When confronted with the fact that young people today draw 
inspiration for how to live their lives from films, including Star Wars, rather than from 
organized religions, he therefore answers, "Well, I hope that doesn't end up being the 
course this whole thing takes, because I think there's definitely a place for organized reli-
gion. I would hate to find ourselves in a completely secular world where entertainment 
was passing for some kind of religious experience."22 According to Lucas, it is desirable for 
entertainment, including Star Wars, to awaken a religious interest, but he sees this inter-
est as no substitute for organized religion. 
The Force Religion of the Jedi Knights: The Fictional Religion in Star Wars 
Mythic narratives play almost no role in the "Force religion," by which I mean the system 
of theological teachings, ritual practices, and ethical rules of the Jedi Knights in the Star 
Wars universe. 23 Instead, it focuses on theology, social ethics, and spiritual practice. The 
sources of this fictional religion are the canonical films and their "extended universe," 
which comprises official comics, computer games, and more than two hundred novels. 
The central metaphysical power in the Force religion is, obviously, the Force. In the 
extended universe, it becomes clear that many different schools have fought over how to 
understand its true nature. Here I shall briefly touch on just two themes in these theolog-
ical or, more precisely, dynamological debates. One central theme is the question whether 
the Force is monistic or dualistic in nature. The Force is usually represented as dualistic, 
with both a light side (Ashla) and a dark side (Bogan). This dualism is always moral inso-
far as the light side is good whereas the dark side is evil. The real question concerns the 
ontological status of the dualism. It is generally agreed that one can either follow the light 
side and do good or let oneself be seduced by the dark side and work evil. Jedi Masters 
debate whether a turn to the dark side should be understood as the corruption in an 
individual of an essentially monistic and good Force, or whether the dark side has its own 
extra-psychic, cosmological existence. The dominant theology is an intra-psychic dual-
ism (the individual is free to choose between good and evil) encapsulated in a cosmolog-
ical monism (the Force itself is essentially good). The other important theme is the 
question of whether the Force is an independent agent. One position views the Force as a 
passive, dynamistic energy that can be manipulated, whereas according to another view-
point the Force is a semi-personal, active, and animistic will power with a project of sal-
vation. The second view is implicitly expressed in the common farewell greeting "May the 
Force be with you." 
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As a member of the Jedi Order, a Jedi Knight is obliged to live by the Jedi Code. One 
of the novels summarizes the code in this way: 
Jedi are the guardians of peace in the galaxy. 
Jedi use their powers to defend and to protect. 
Jedi respect all life, in any form. 
J edi serve others rather than ruling over them, for the good of the galaxy. 
Jedi seek to improve themselves through knowledge and training.24 
Here an ideal of physical and spiritual self-development is combined with a social com-
mitment to serve, protect, and help others. The last line of the code deserves comment. 
Jedi Knights are required to acquire knowledge and to train. They have to practice fight-
ing and investigative skills, for the Jedi Order forms a kind of intelligence agency in the 
Galactic Republic. But through study, meditative contemplation, and guidance by a mas-
ter, they are also required to gain insight in the Force and learn to interact with it ritually. 
In doing so they become capable of being guided by the Force and of using it to perform 
seemingly supernatural acts like clairvoyance, levitation, and the influencing of weaker 
minds, the so-called "Jedi mind trick." 
Jediism: The Fiction-based Religion 
Outside the Star Wars universe, the fictional Force religion serves as the basis for a loosely 
organized religious movement that is made up of several small, independent, but net-
worked groups. Although throughout this essay I have used "Jediism" to designate the 
entire movement and "Jediists" to refer to all its members, several different terms are in 
use. Some members prefer to name their religion "Jedi Realism" or "Jedi Philosophy" and 
to self-identify as "True Jedi," "Real Jedi," or "Jedi Realists" (to emphasis the difference 
between the fictional Jedi and themselves) or simply as "Jedi" (to emphasize their likeness 
to the fictional Jedi). Jediists use the different terms in order to position themselves in 
relation to each other, but the particle Jedi is used in them all. The ideas and practices of 
Jediism stem primarily from Star Wars, but are also inspired by other religious traditions, 
such as Christianity and Westernized Buddhism and Taoism. 
In April and May 2008 and February 2010, I visited the homepages and discussion 
forums of seven Jediist groups: the Temple of the Jedi Order, the Jedi Foundation, the Jedi 
Church, the Jediism Way, the Jedi Sanctuary, the Force Academy, and the Ashla Knights. 
The Jedi Church is based in New Zealand, the Force Academy in Great Britain, and the 
rest in the United States. All use the English language, but participants in the online dis-
cussions can in principle live anywhere in the world. In my analysis of the homepages, 
I aimed to answer the following four questions: (1) How does the group categorize itself? 
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(2) How does the group view the Force? (3) How does the group legitimate the fact that its 
religion is based on a fictional text? and (4) What are the practices of the group? Based on 
this source material, I can sketch what a collection of elite Jediists (homepage owners and 
active online discussants) understand to be the most important Jediist ideas and practices 
and how they position themselves in relation to fans and more conventional religions. The 
data collected do not allow me to say anything conclusive about whether common group 
members (let alone solitary Jediists) share these points of view or anything about their 
social backgrounds. Since I used only online sources, my knowledge of offline practices 
was limited. With these reservations in mind, let me present a sketch ofJediism as a reli-
gion in the empirical world. 25 
Dissociation from Fandom and Self-identification as "Religion" or "Spirituality" 
Jediists describe the Star Wars films as "wonderful,"26 and they display an extensive 
knowledge of the Star Wars universe in their discussions-traits that normally character-
ize fans. Nevertheless, they find it imperative to distance themselves from general Star 
Wars fandom and to emphasize their own seriousness and sincerity in opposition to the 
playful and ironic fans. Accordingly, interested visitors on the Jedi Sanctuary site are 
addressed as follows: "Some of you might think that the Jedi Sanctuary is like a SW fan 
club, or just a joke. It's not. It's a real path that we follow, and we take it seriously. When 
we say, 'May the Force be with you,' we believe it and mean it."27 
In opposition to the category "fan club," three of the seven groups I have analyzed 
define Jediism as a "religion" (or "church"). The Jedi Church does not speak ofJediism, but 
simply of "the Jedi religion,"28 and the Temple of the Jedi Order considers Jediism "a real 
living, breathing religion."29 Both groups are legally authorized to perform marriages, 
and since December 14, 2005, the Temple of the Jedi Order has been recognized as a non-
profit religious and educational corporation under Texas law, granting members the right 
to deduct contributions from their tax bill. 30 The Temple of the J edi Order clearly consid-
ers a high degree of institutionalization and official recognition as a prerequisite for 
counting as a real religion. The Jedi Church and the Jediism Way, by contrast, see no 
problem in combining self-description as religion/church with dissociation from the 
dogmatic and collective aspects of institutionalized religion. The former stresses that the 
"Jedi church has no official doctrine or scripture,''31 and the Jediism Way explains that it 
is a religion because of its members' shared belief in the Force despite the absence of col-
lective rituals. 32 
In the other four groups, Jediism is more often referred to as a "spirituality," "philos-
ophy,'' "path,'' or "way," and these terms are all used in opposition to "religion" under-
stood as a collective and institutionalized (and therefore inhibited and alienated) 
engagement with the divine. As one Jediist formulates it in a post on the Jedi Sanctuary's 
forum, Jediism is a spirituality and not a religion because Jediism is not "the unthinking 
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following of dogma."33 Later in the same thread, one of the leaders of the group adds, "I 
don't consider the Jedi Path a religion, as far as traditional religions are viewed. When I 
think of religion, I think of an organized set of rituals, public worship conducted accord-
ing to certain rules, incense burning, religious symbols, group prayers, etc . ... I think 
Jedi believe in a more intimate connection to the Force than what organized religion 
offers."34 These groups understand Jediism as an essentially individualistic, free, authen-
tic, and mystical spirituality. 
Teachings about the Force 
Whether Jediist groups define Jediism as religion or spirituality, they do so with reference 
to their belief in the Force-even though different groups understand the Force differ-
ently. These dynamological differences stem partly from the fact that the individual 
groups typically stress one of the two Force conceptions in Star Wars, the dynamistic or 
the animistic, and partly from their inspiration from other religions. 
The four self-identified "spiritual" groups, the Ashla Knights, the Force Academy, 
the Jedi Sanctuary, and the Jedi Foundation, are inspired by Eastern religions and holis-
tic spirituality ("New Age") in addition to Star Wars. These groups all tend to view the 
Force in dynamistic terms. For them the Force is thus a vitalistic power or life energy. 
The Force Academy, the Ashla Knights, and the Jedi Sanctuary compare the Force to 
Eastern concepts like qi and prana and observe similarities between their own practice 
and taiji, aikido, and zen.35 The Jedi Foundation believes the Force to be "essentially a 
'by-product' of life-a side effect, if you will, yet symbiotic,"36 and considers "the study 
of science and other beliefs and practices on energy" as different paths to knowledge of 
the Force.37 
The three self-identified "religious" groups view the Force in animistic terms as an 
independent agent, sometimes interpreting the Force through a more or less Christian 
lens as a kind of Holy Spirit. The Jediism Way declares, "We believe the guidance of the 
Force will bring us to a course of right action," but still stresses that the Force is no per-
son.38 The Temple of the Jedi Order has a similar vision and refers to the Force as an active 
"living Force."39 The Jedi Church is open to both dynamistic and animistic understand-
ings of the Force.40 
The Relation to Star Wars 
As we have seen, the groups' self-identification as religion or spirituality corresponds with 
their conception of the Force as either a semi-personified agent or an impersonal energy. 
Along another axis, the seven Jediists groups can be divided into two groups depending 
on whether they seek to explicitly affirm that their spirituality is based on Star Wars or 
whether they dissociate themselves from Star Wars as a means of legitimation. 
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Three groups-the Jedi Sanctuary, the Jediism Way, and the Jedi Foundation-an 
stress that their ideas and practices come from Star Wars. The Jediism Way simply under-
stands "the community ofJediism" as "those who connected with the stories in Star Wars, 
share the belief in an open concept of divine power known as 'the Force' ... [and aspire to 
live their] lives similarly to that which they connected with in these tales.''4l The Jedi 
Foundation joins in with the following statement: 
Jedi [Jediists] strive to emulate those [Jedi Knights] seen in the movies, but we are 
aware of the differences from fiction to reality. This site takes a lot of [its] views from 
three main sources, The Star Wars Power of the Jedi Sourcebook [a source book for the 
Star Wars role-playing game], The Jedi Apprentice series [three novels that tell of Luke 
Skywalker's reinstigation of the Jedi Order after the movie storyline], and the Movies. 
We use these as guides, to explore, learn from and more importantly expand from. 
As Star Wars Jedi are what inspired us, it is what we chose to look towards.42 
The members of the Jediism Way and the Jedi Foundation feel no need to legitimate 
and defend the fact that Jediism is based on the fictional Star Wars movies, but the Jedi 
Sanctuary refers to Joseph Camp bell, who has supposedly said, ''I've heard youngsters use 
some ofGeorge Lucas's terms-'The Force' and 'The dark side.' So it must be hitting some-
where. It's a good sound teaching, I would say."43 The quote is regarded as Campbell's 
acknowledgment of Star Wars' status as a myth and thus by implication as his recognition 
ofJediism as a religion/spirituality. 
In all seven groups, but strongest in the Temple of the J edi Order, the J edi Church, the 
Ashla Knights, and the Force Academy, one encounters a contrasting strategy, namely, 
disassociation from Star Wars and the claim that the real source of inspiration for Jediism 
is not Star Wars itself but the religions that inspired George Lucas to make it. The Ashla 
Knights and the Force Academy claim to build on "real world philosophies and influ-
ences" or "life force philosophies,"44 namely, different forms of Eastern philosophy, reli-
gion, and martial arts. The Jedi Church and the Temple of the Jedi Order claim to base 
themselves not only on Eastern religion but on universal truths shared by all religions: 
The Jedi Church makes no denial that its name and terminology originate from a 
fictitious past, but the concepts and ideals that are identified by Jedi followers are 
known for their innate truth .... The Jedi religion ... existed before a popular movie 
gave it a name, and now that it has a name, people all over the world can share their 
experiences of the J edi religion, here in the J edi Church.45 
Jediism is a syncretistic religion-a faith involving elements from two or more reli-
gions including Taoism, Shintoism, Buddhism, Christianity, Mysticism, and many 
other Religions' universal truths and a combination of martial arts and the Code of 
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Chivalry. TI1ese philosophies [the different religions] are the heart ofJediism; not the 
wonderful Star Wars movies themselves except to serve as parables.46 
Because the Temple of the Jedi Order equates Jediism with the true essence of all religion 
as such, Jediism can be seen as ancient, and the line of "Masters of Jediism" can count 
"Buddha, Jesus, LaoTsu, St. Francis of Assisi, Gandhi, Martin Luther King, and so many 
others."47 
In Table 1, I have plotted the seven groups into a matrix with self-identification/ 
dynamology on one axis and the place of Star Wars in their legitimation strategy on the 
other. Groups that are no longer active in September 2012 are marked by italics. It would 
seem that the combination of dissociation from Star Wars and "religious" Jediism makes 
for the "fittest" form of Jediism, or at least for the most stable Jediist communities. 
"Spiritual"!dynamistic 
affirmative toward Star Wars Jedi Foundation 
!edi Sanctuary 
dissociative from Star Wars Ashla Knights 
Force Academy 
Practice and Ethics 
"Religious''!animist 
Jediism Way 
Jedi Church 
Temple of the Jedi Order 
All Jediist groups emphasize physical and spiritual self-development, but this aspect is 
particularly dominant in the Jediism Way, the Jedi Sanctuary, the Jedi Foundation, and 
the Ashla Knights. As the leader of the Jediism Way formulates it, "I don't pray to the 
Force or worship it every day in the traditional sense, but I meditate and do other things 
[to] strengthen my connection to it every day!!"48 Similarly, the Jedi Sanctuary empha-
sizes that the group does not have rituals, but instead aims to "discuss all aspects of 
being a Jedi, fitness, meditation, conflict resolution, negotiation, staying positive, mak-
ing good decisions, having healthy relationships, trusting in the Force, and personal 
growth."49 
The Ashla Knights has a comparable vision, 5° and the Jedi Foundation focuses on: 
Physical Well-Being (diet, exercise, and practical self-defense), Mental Well-Being 
(stress-relief, conflict resolution, and learning new subjects such as different philoso-
phies that exist), and Spiritual Well-Being (meditation, self-awareness and self-
honesty, learning about the Force). The Jedi work towards self-betterment. 51 
The homepage for the Jedi Church gives no information about the practice of the 
group, and in the Force Academy the practice depends on which "path" the member 
belongs to-whether he or she is a "Light Jedi," "Dark Jedi," or "Shadow Jedi." 
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While some groups deny that social ethics founded on the idea of charity should have 
anything to do with Jediism (e.g., the Jedi Foundation),52 others see no contradiction 
between the ideals of self-development and charity (e.g., the Jedi Sanctuary).53 In the Tem-
ple of the Jedi Order, which down plays the self-development aspect, it is emphasized that 
"love and compassion are central to our lives. We must love each other as we love our-
selves."54 
A social ethics formulated in terms of charity is not the only loan from Christianity 
in the Temple of the Jedi Order. We are also told that Jediists "believe in the eternallife,''ss 
and the homepage contains a modified version of one of Francis of Assisi's prayers under 
the title "Jedi Creed."56 One of the functions of the forum is that members can present 
personal problems and ask other members to pray for them. Such calls for intercessory 
prayer get answers like "I will keep you in my thoughts and meditations."57 The group also 
has a clergy and a "Clergy Ceremonies and Rituals Committee" that is responsible for the 
development of "the Temple of the Jedi Order Clergy Handbook," with rituals for "bap-
tisms, naming, weddings, and funerals."58 The Temple of the J edi Order is thus clearly the 
Jediist group that to the largest extent models itself on a conventional religion (denomina-
tional Christianity), which entails institutionalization, public recognition, and the devel-
opment of collective rituals. 
We have seen that Star Wars includes a fictional religion, the Force religion of the Jedi 
Knights, and that both Star Wars fans and Jediists are interested in the dynamology, prac-
tice, and ethics of this fictional religion and see parallels between the Star Wars universe 
and the empirical world. On these grounds, and using a broad, functionalistic definition 
of religion, John Lyden has argued that both Star Wars itself (as a film conveying values) 
and Star Wars fandom (as a community sharing a "canonical" myth) constitute religious 
phenomena.59 Such a conclusion is confusing and misleading, however, for it obscures 
real differences between Star Wars fandom and Jediism, differences that justify labeling 
the latter, but not the former, as religion according to a substantive definition. 
For fans the Star Wars universe is first and foremost a fascinating place that one can 
playfully enter and leave again . Many fans see such visits to the Star Wars universe as 
inspiring and edifying because Star Wars confirms basic values in their own world. Jediists 
differ from mainstream fans by claiming that not only the ethics of the Jedi Knights, but 
also their dynamology and religious practice, are valid models for real world religious 
activity. Despite disagreements over self-identification, dynamology, and legitimization 
strategies, Jediists agree on two things: first, that a divine power guarantees the order of 
existence and that this power is the Force; and second, that being a Jediist is defined by 
belief in and ritual interaction with this Force through meditation and sometimes addi-
tional ritual techniques. 'The fictional religion of the Jedi Knights, which is merely an object 
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for play within fan culture, is here transformed into a real religion, Jediism. Despite the 
facts that some groups distance themselves from Star Wars in an attempt to legitimate 
Jediism as a "real" religion and that all Jediist groups to a smaller or larger extent integrate 
ideas and practices from other religions, the Force religion from Star Wars remains the 
main source of inspiration and terminology for Jediism. Because its main authoritative 
text is a fictional narrative, Jediism can therefore be categorized as a fiction-based religion. 
Jediism and other fiction-based religions constitute the institutionalized tip of a 
much larger iceberg of religious ideas and practices created and maintained by popular 
culture.60 Popular cultural narratives with religious themes or embedded fictional reli-
gions-narratives such as Star Wars, The Lord of the Rings, Battlestar Galactica, Buffy the 
Vampire Slayer, The X-Files, and Discworld-are today very important sources of reli-
gious knowledge and edification for many (especially young) people. Just as Star Wars 
mixes material from the religious past-from Christianity and Eastern religions-other 
popular cultural narratives recombine and revitalize elements from both organized 
religion and folk belief. By influencing the religious beliefs and practices of their readers 
and viewers, these narratives contribute to the transmission and transformation of the 
religious past into a fiction-mediated religious future. 
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